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START
WE HAVE NOT DISCOVERED FLEET MANAGEMENT,
BUT WE HAVE DONE IT BETTER.

CYPRUS | 2020

About Us
CHENZON GPS Delivery Management technology
analyses and organizes your fleet to perform at
optimum levels. It allows for the attainment of outmost
potential for your workforce, this allows for the optimal
utilization of your vehicles, providing simple solutions
that solve erstwhile complicated and frustrating
logistics services, transforming them into a reliable and
easy delivery management experience and tool. For all
your tracking needs, CHENZON GPS Fleet
Management offers the simpler delivery management
tools for your transport and logistics operations.
Our slogan defines our honest scope; “We have not
discovered fleet management, but we have done it
better!” In other words, we try to make a little more
comprehensible to the public about what a Fleet
Management software is.
Our company was established by experienced IT
professionals with expert logistical experience. The
culmination of their efforts brought CHENZON into
being.
CHENZON is based in Limassol 3075, CYPRUS
CHENZON ® EE 38821 α
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DASHBOARD
The CHENZON Dashboard is comprised of two
main components – the sidebars and the map
from which you can view and manage your
Drivers and daily delivery and pick-ups.
Depending on your membership plan, you will
have the ability to add, edit and delete both
Drivers and Tasks.

Sidebars:
The sidebar, located on the right side of the
screen, is where you can view and manage
your Drivers in a list view. You can also use the
list of Active and Offline users to quick query
for Drivers and tasks.
Assigned and unassigned but also, the
completed tasks of the date will appear at the
left side of the screen. An option to view past
tasks or create a future one is always a fact.
You just select the date and voila, done!
This green color indicator

means that this

is a Delivery task and the blue color one
means that this is a Pick up task.
The red pin on the task

means that

the Task has not yet been assigned to a Team
and Driver.
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The orange pin on the task

means

that the Task has been assigned to a Team and
Driver and therefore the appropriate drives can
see the task on his/her smartphone.
The green pin on the task

means

that the Task has been completed by Driver;
therefore you can click on the

button to

see the Task Details and Activity Timeline:

Task Details: Includes the status of the task,
name of the client, the assigned Team and a
Tracking Link of your Driver direction where
you also can check the feedback left by your
client as well.

Activity Timeline: This is a comprehensive
detail Report where you can check the exact
time where Driver has

and

the Task, when it is set
but also the

of your client. The

Driver has the option to take

as a

proof of the task completion or in case of a
damaged item etc.
When a Driver is
you can see his/her

to a given task,

ETA by referring to the

Arriving subject beside their name.
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Map:
The Map view allows you to see on-Duty Drivers
and Tasks. From your settings, you can enable if
you like the system to display even the old Task
but also, the offline Drivers.
CHENZON gives you the option to set even the
style of your map based on your brand’s color
standards. A database of more than 17,000 maps
Zooming and Centering:
By default, the map view will center on the
highest concentration of your Drivers and tasks at
a given time. You can zoom in and out of the
map.
You can focus on a certain task or Driver by
clicking a task pin or Driver icon on the map (this
action can be completed in the sidebar)
Filtering:
You can filter your view by Date/Time (calendar
option), Drivers Status (Offline, Active, Total) and
Task Status (unassigned, assigned and
completed).
Managing Drivers:
Drivers are a critical part of any CHENZONpowered company. Through the "CHENZON
Android App", they will be able to receive and
fulfil delivery and pick-ups tasks in real-time for
your clients.
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A name, valid phone number/email, and Team
association are required to create a Driver.
Driver photo and vehicle details are optional
and can be added later or by Driver via the
app.
Once successfully added, new Driver will
received an email (prefer on their mobile) with
the source file of the app and link to download
the "CHENZON Android App" to their Android
smartphone.
Creating and Assigning Tasks
Click the

on the top right corner of your dashboard.

In the “Task Description” add the details to driver,
select if this is a pick up or delivery task and then
select the Team that task will be assigned;
Select the client that this task associated with,
details of the tasks (e.g Time, Driven name,
addresses) and any related notes;
You can either assign to a driver directly via this
window, or do this later;
Also, the system can gives you the option to
upload tasks from other systems (CSV file).

Make Data-Driven Decisions
You can extract data from our system by clicking the “Report” option
from the menu (you need to be in your settings section

) and setting

the parameters you are interested in e.g Time, Team and Driver.
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All the analytics are viewable in graphical form via
the dashboard Analyze tab.

QUICK NOTIFICATION PANEL:
In the top right corner we have place three
important panels:
Displays the remaining task as per
your membership plan limits.
A quick button to share the
app with your drivers for as much times as you
like regardless the Drivers limitation of your
membership plans.
and of course the

button.

www.chenzon.com
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We will help
make your
deliveries and
pick-ups more
unforgettable.

neo yiangou
founder | new service development

Facts
CHENZON's Flexible Pricing Is Better Customer
Focused Than Others
1) CHENZON pricing is affordable and flexible. You can start business asap.
2) CHENZON was built keeping in mind the scalability and needs of ondemand industry.
3) Whether you are a startup or an SME, CHENZON is adaptable for all
businesses.
4) With CHENZON we give all the necessary features to expand your
business.

